Mesh Pool Cover
Lacing Instructions
for Mesh Pool Covers made in (2) or more pieces
Please read all instructions before the installation or removal of this product.

1. With pool cover sections laid flat (as space
permits) place the two sections together
as they will be on the pool. Where space
is limited, start lacing in flat area and bunch
pool cover up as cover is laced together.
2. Start at the end with the standard 8” loop.
Join the two pieces together with the snap
and d-ring on the perimeter web. Push the
first loop up through corresponding grommet.
Continue, passing each loop through a
grommet and the preceding loop.
3. Continue lacing process and cover lace
with the lace flap, fastening velcro as you
lace.

Begin lacing at end with
standard 8” loop. (Other end
of lace has a long, 16” loop).

Lace Flap & Pool
Cover cut away
for clarity

2” web for insertion
into web ratchet.
See web ratchet
instructions.

Velcro for
fastening
lace flap

4. Fasten snaps and d-rings as you come to
them at reinforcement straps.
5. Continue process until you get to the end.
At this point tie the long loop off so it cannot
slip back through the last grommet. Fasten
last snap and d-ring.
6. See instructions on “Web Ratchet for Pool
Cover Lace” on the next page. Attach webs
to web ratchets with d-rings as instructed.
7. Web attachment at lace locations should
be completed before the other attachments
(d-rings) to assure proper alignment of cover
and tension of these webs. (These webs at
the laces should be the tightest webs on the
cover).

Snap and d-ring at
intermediate reinforcement straps.

Lace Flap cut
away for clarity

Your lacing process is complete. Please use
these instructions with your standard mesh
pool cover instructions.
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Web Ratchet for
Pool Cover Lace
1. Drill 5/8” hole 2’-0” from pool cover’s edge and
at centerline of 2” web at lace.

Bolt with washer
through D-ring.

2. To install concrete anchor, follow manufacturer’s instructions.
3. Place D-ring over anchor.
4. Insert bolt with washer down through D-ring,
into anchor and tighten.

Centerline of anchor
sets 2’-0” from pool
cover’s edge.

5. Insert web coming from pool cover at lace into
slot of ratchet spool.
6. Crank ratchet so that web has wound around
spool at least one time.

Ratchet with web
and D-ring.

7. Follow these same steps at the opposite end
of the lace.
8. Tighten web until pool cover is taut across pool
and evenly aligned.
9. Check ratchets and webs periodically throughout dormant season for tightness. Ratchet as
necessary.
2” web for insertion
into web ratchet. See
mesh pool cover lacing
instructions.

Centerline of web.

